WEBER COUNTY ELECTIONS WSUSA SERVICE TEAM PRESENTS:

In Fall we Acted, in Spring we Educate

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE TEACHERS OR ANYONE INTERESTED IN SERVICE RELATED TO EDUCATION, CHILDREN, WRITING/ILLUSTRATING, POLITICAL SCIENCE, OR THE IMPORTANCE OF CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

★ ★ ★

REVERSE FAIRYTALE WRITING @ DONE-IN-A-DAY
Thursday, February 28th: 3-5pm; SU 312. Rewriting and illustrating classic fairytales in the perspective of the villain that will be read to children at DaVinci at our Literacy Night, to encourage empathy for another perspective.

KNOW YOUR REPS, KNOW YOUR RIGHTS
Friday, March 1st: 10am-2pm; Su Atrium. Collaborating with ADP, Senate and Supreme Court for students to know who represents them and what their rights are.

CURRICULUM RESTRUCTURING & CREATING FOR CLASS PRESENTATIONS @ DONE-IN-A-DAY
Thursday, March 14th: 3-5pm; SU Computer Lab. Revising and creating classroom presentations and curriculums for visits to elementary through high school students on their rights, the voting process, and the importance of it.

LITERACY NIGHT WITH YMCA @ DAVINCI ACADEMY
Friday, April 12th: 5-7pm; DaVinci Academy. Reading the reverse fairytales written by Weber Students and leading discussions with the kids about the importance of empathy in their adult lives.

CREATING MOTIVATIONAL SIGNS FOR GOAL FOUNDATION’S OGDEN MARATHON @ DONE-IN-A-DAY
Thursday, April 18th: 3-5pm; SU. Creating political pun and other funny signs to put along the route for the runners to laugh at as they run.

ALSO WATCH OUT FOR OPPORTUNITIES TO VISIT SCHOOLS TO PRESENT THE CURRICULUM WE CREATE!

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED OR HAVE QUESTIONS PLEASE FIND THESE EVENTS AND ROOM #’S ON WEBER CONNECT AND/OR EMAIL RSVP AT WSU.ELECTIONS@GMAIL.COM.